Introduction. It is known [8, 9] 1 that if two surfaces in ordinary space have a common tangent plane at an ordinary point, then the ratio of their total curvatures at this point is a projective invariant, and the theorem holds true similarly for hyperspaces.
hood of the second order of the hypersurfaces V n -i, F n *.i at the points 0, 0*; and then ( § §S, 6) give them simple projective and metric characterizations. From the fact that one of the two invariants is reduced to 1 when the immersed space S n is of three dimensions, it follows that our result in this chapter stands actually for a generalization of that of Buzano and Bompiani. CHAPTER I. Two HYPERSURFACES WITH COMMON TANGENT HYPERPLANE AT TWO ORDINARY POINTS 1 . Derivation of an invariant. Let F n -i, F n 1i be two hypersurfaces in a space S n of n dimensions with common tangent hyperplane /»_i at two ordinary points 0, 0*. Let Xi, • • • , *n+i denote the homogeneous projective coordinates of a point in the space S». If we choose the points 0, 0* to be the vertices (1, 0, • • , 0), (0, • • -, 0, 1, 0) of the system of reference, and the common tangent hyperplane / n -i to be the coordinate hyperplane # n +i = 0 of the system, then the power series expansions of the hypersurfaces F n~i , F n t-i in the neighborhood of the points 0, 0* may be written in the form In order to find a projective invariant of the hypersurfaces V n~u V*-i at the points 0, 0*, we have to consider the most general projective transformation of coordinates which shall leave the points 0, 0* and the hyperplane / n -i unchanged : 
^0.
The effect of this transformation on equations (1), (2) Further elimination of aa from equations (6), (7) shows immediately that the quantity 
2.
A projective characterization of the invariant I. Let the polar spaces of the line 00* with respect to the asymptotic hypercones of the hypersurfaces Fn-i, V*~\ at the points 0, 0* be respectively denoted by / n _2> CL2, which determine a space / n -3 of n -3 dimensions in the common tangent hyperplane #n+i=0. If the n -2 vertices, other than 0 and 0*, of the system of reference in the hyperplane *n+i=0 be chosen in the space J»_3, then the invariant I may be reduced to (11) \ t 2 2'nn
We may now uniquely determine a point P on the line 00* such that the cross ratio of the three points 0, O*, P, and the intersection of the line (11) with 00* is equal to J 1/4 . On the other hand, the asymptotic hypercones of the hypersurfaces V*~u ^n*-i at the points 0, 0* determine a pencil of hyperquadrics in the hyperplane x*+i=0, among which there exist n hypercones, two of them being the asymptotic hypercones. The line 00* intersects each of the other w -2 hypercones in a pair of points. Let Qi (i = 1, • • • , w -2) be any one of each pair of these points and Di the cross ratio of the four points 0, 0*, Qi, P on the line 00*, then we may easily show that the invariant I can be expressed in terms of then -2 cross ratios Pi, Z>2, • • • , fl n -2 as follows:
3. A metric characterization of the invariant 7. It is deemed worth while to give in this section a simple metric characterization of the invariant 7. For this purpose we choose an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system in such a way that the point 0 be the origin, the line 00* be the -X^i-axis, and the common tangent hyperplane t n~\ be the coordinate hyperplane X n = 0. Then the power series expan-sions of the hypersurfaces F n~i , F n *-i in the neighborhood of the points 0, 0* may be put into the form 
, 0, 1, 0) of the new coordinate system:
By transformations (15) and (16), equations (13), (14) shall be carried into two others of the form (24) a 00 a nn P =» a n _i f n-.iA $, a nn a 0 , n -iQ -A ^ooA ^.
Making use of the result obtained in §1 and observing equations (19), (20) It should be noticed that the invariant J is reduced to 1 as n = 3. The polars 2, /* determine a space 5 3 , which intersects the hypersurfaces V n -u V*~i in two surfaces 5, S*. These two surfaces 5, S* are evidently in the class considered by Buzano and Bompiani, and the corresponding invariant may be easily found from Bompiani's note [l] to coincide just with the invariant I. Thus we reach the conclusion :
The invariant I associated with the hypersurfaces F n -i, V£-i at the points 0, 0* is the invariant of Buzano at the points 0, 0* of the surfaces 5, 5* in which the hypersurfaces F n -i, V*~i are intersected by the space Sz determined by the polars t } t*.
To characterize projectively the other invariant / we consider any hyperplane x« through the common tangent flat space / n~2 : 
6. Metric characterizations of the invariants J, /. For the purpose of rinding simple metric characterizations of the invariants 7, /, we choose an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system in such a way that the point 0 is the origin, the line 00* is the X n~i -axis, and the tangent hyperplane t n -i is the coordinate hyperplane -X"i=»0. Then the power series expansions of the hypersurfaces V n -u V*~i in the neighborhood of the points 0, 0* may be put into the form
where h is the distance between the points 0, 0*, and /x=«cot c*>, o> being the angle of the tangent hyperplanes £ n _i, tjLi* In order to express the two invariants J, ƒ in terms of the coefficients of expansions (36), (37) we have first as in §3 to consider the homogeneous coordinates y 0t y i9 • • • , y n of a point defined by formulas (15) and the most general projective transformation of coordinates, which shall leave the point 0 and the tangent hyperplane f"-i invariant and carry the point O* and the tangent hyperplane t*-\ into the vertex (0, • • -, 0, 1, 0) and the coordinate hyperplane where $*,», ^n denote respectively the minors of X" n , Mn ' m the determinants $ = Finally, we shall make use of the normals ON, ON* at the point 0 of the common tangent flat space £"-2 in the tangent hyperplanes t n -i, *n*-i. Let K 2 , K? be respectively the curvatures at the points 0, 0* of the plane sections of the hypersurfaces F n -i, F n *Li made by the planes 00*N* t 00*N. Further, let K ni K? be the curvatures of the hypersurfaces V n -u V*-\ at the points 0, 0*; and ÜT n --i, K^i the curvatures at the points 0, 0* of the hypersurfaces V n -2, V^-2 of n -2 dimensions in which the tangent hyperplanes / n 1i, / n -i intersect the hypersurfaces F n -i, V n *Li respectively. Then and hence we arrive at the following metric characterizations of the invariants I, J:
